the needs of themselves or their household. At the same time, it was apparent

Critical step toward equitable and long-term food access for a community as

Robin, our Nutrition Education Manager has been working with Jeff Bell, a

Program in early spring! Monitor our website, social media, and your email

In August 2020, Feast Down East received a grant from the US Department

The team is currently in negotiations with several organizations to establish

Program, developing the Local Motive operational guide, and updating our

Farm goods from farmers. These purchases were made from 29 local farms,

The primary goal of the Community Learning Farm Planning Project is to

Create thorough, actionable plans for the development of both the physical

of these activities is to establish a community-based place for reconnecting

Elisa states, “Over the course of the semester, I gained a sense of hope as I

will be assisting with additional outreach around Pender County and with

Watch the video Elisa and her team put together documenting their

To read Feast Down East's full statement on commitment to racial equity,

In 2020 the Food Hub purchased $200,395.13 worth of produce and other

purchases were sent out to 43 different wholesale customers, 6 of which

The broadest intended outcome is to not only bring urban farming to

After such success and incredible reviews, we will continue our CSA

31.9% of customers used EBT to make their purchase.

2021 Local Food Conference presented by Feast Down East will take

The conference brings together community partners who are involved in

Market Manager. She previously

worked on a biodynamic farm,

Jennifer is experienced in the

Project Director for the

For the Veggie Van Study. Read

and resource conscious way. In

With the help of Feast Down East and a handful of

conducted in-depth interviews with local agencies to gain a better

Conduct the survey and share your feedback.

FDE and to becoming essential leaders in the regional and national

Wage structure and benefits

Learn more about our hourly wage structure and benefits.

Virtual Nutrition Education Program

Virtual Nutrition Education Schedule:

Join us on Zoom for virtual nutrition education classes at Feast Down East! These

school lunch programs, and work with agencies on food access initiatives. She

Young men of color are getting the tools they need to learn the craft of working the land

In October 2020, Colleen Worrell

Coordinator. She manages Feast

In April 2020, Colleen Worrell

In July 2020, Elisa GST

Elisa joined the FDE team as the Mobile

Elisa attended UNCW. Read more

Robert Collins joins FDE as the

Robert worked with the

Regulate immigration and related legal matters that

The Law Office of Andrea presenta,

Andrea received her 3L Board in December 2020. She is an

Andrea is a seasoned lawyer representing individuals in immigration law.
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